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Solar Radio Burst?
intense increase of radio frequency radiation induced by solar eruptions
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• Propagating exciter in 
a quasi-static
atmosphere or 
expanding loops
(CME):

• Characteristic shapes
of the radio burst
spectra:
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The Radio Sun



Instruments
LOFAR vs Nancay RadioHeliograph
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Name LOFAR NRH
Country Netherlands France
Frequency(MHz) 10 - 230 150 - 445
Time Resolusion 83ms 1s
Years active 2012~ 1967 ~ Jan. 2015
Freq resolution 12.5kHz 10 channels
Stokes Parameters I,Q,U,V I, V



LOFAR Dynamic Spectrum
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Type IV
IVm(moving Type IV)



Event overview
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2014 Aug 25

AR 12146
M2.0 flare

CME  15:36 UT



LOFAR vs Nancay Radioheliograph
comparison
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LOFAR vs NRH comparison
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(a) (c) we see 3 
separate 
sources

(b) (d) only 1 faint 
source

è
Lofar resolves 
more details than 
NRH
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Parameter of this type IV - DCP

For HBA(110-
190MHz), 
instrumental 
effects caused V to 
leak into U, so

10%-20%
Gradual increase
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Propagation

Travels westward, and then CME erupted, should be expanding flare 
loop near CME core, but not visible in EUV wavelengths(checked all AIA 
channels)
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Fine structures
Zoom in plot of 1min, 12sec 
and 4s,
Corresponds to ABCD
Here       è

We see <1 second duration 
fine structures on type IV
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Tb of Fine structures

Tb shows that fine 
structures are high , but 
background Type IV is also 
high



Generation mechanism

From Liu et al, 2018



Generation mechanism

The gradual rise of DCP of this type IV can’t be plasma 
emission  (Stewart 1985) and indicates gyrosynchrotron
emission.

High Tb (10^12) indicates coherent emission, thus not 
gyrosynchrotron emission,

But there might be smaller scale fine structures to form 
the backgrounf type IV, so the type IV is gyrosynchrotron
emission, however smaller scale fine structures are 
generated by coherent emission



Conclusions
A moving type IV radio burst on 2014 Aug 25

NRH and LOFAR comparison shows that LOFAR resolves more details 

than NRH

DCP of this event is 10-20%, gradual rise during the event

Radio source propagates westward, after which CME eruption happened

Fine structures of <1s are observed, and Tb of them can reach 10^13K. 

Even background Type IV is 10^12K

Background type IV consists of smaller scale fine structures which are 

coherent mechanisms, but type IV is gyrosynchrotron because of the 

gradual increase of DCP.



Thank you
questions or comments should be sent to 

henryleo@kasi.re.kr


